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In search of triallelism in Bardet–Biedl syndrome

Leen Abu-Safieh1, Shamsa Al-Anazi1, Lama Al-Abdi1, Mais Hashem1, Hisham Alkuraya1,2, Mushari Alamr1,
Mugtaba O Sirelkhatim1, Zuhair Al-Hassnan3,4, Basim Alkuraya1, Jawahir Y Mohamed1, Ahmad Al-Salem1,
May Alrashed1, Eissa Faqeih5, Ameen Softah5, Amal Al-Hashem6, Sami Wali6, Zuhair Rahbeeni3,
Moeen Alsayed3, Arif O Khan1,2, Lihadh Al-Gazali7, Peter EM Taschner8, Selwa Al-Hazzaa9 and
Fowzan S Alkuraya*,1,4,10

Bardet–Biedl syndrome (BBS) is a model disease for ciliopathy in humans. The remarkable genetic heterogeneity that

characterizes this disease is consistent with accumulating data on the interaction between the proteins encoded by the 14 BBS

genes identified to date. Previous reports suggested that such interaction may also extend to instances of oligogenic inheritance

in the form of triallelism which defies the long held view of BBS as an autosomal recessive disease. In order to investigate the

magnitude of triallelism in BBS, we conducted a comprehensive analysis of all 14 BBS genes as well as the CCDC28B-modifier

gene in a cohort of 29 BBS families, most of which are multiplex. Two in trans mutations in a BBS gene were identified in

each of these families for a total of 20 mutations including 12 that are novel. In no instance did we observe two mutations in

unaffected members of a given family, or observe the presence of a third allele that convincingly acted as a modifier of

penetrance and supported the triallelic model of BBS. In addition to presenting a comprehensive genotype/phenotype overview

of a large set of BBS mutations, including the occurrence of nonsyndromic retinitis pigmentosa in a family with a novel

BBS9 mutation, our study argues in favor of straightforward autosomal recessive BBS in most cases.
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INTRODUCTION

Bardet–Biedl syndrome (BBS) is a multisystem disorder characterized by
retinal degeneration, obesity, polydactyly, cognitive and renal impair-
ment and hypogenitalism.1–4 These and other primary and secondary
features of BBS are now known to reflect the phenotypic consequences
of impaired ciliary function or ciliopathy, an expansive group of
developmental disorders among which BBS features prominently.5

Although much remains to be learned about the formation and
function of these cellular appendages, a model has emerged in which
postmitotic cells, no longer requiring centrioles to organize their mitotic
spindles, migrate their centrioles close to the cell membrane where they
form a basal body upon which a highly organized cytoskeletal structure
starts budding until it forms a mature cilium that interacts with the
surrounding environment via a repertoire of signaling cascades the
integrity of which is dependent on intact antero- and retrograde
intraflagellar transport.6 Despite the clear demonstration of impaired
ciliary function in all genetic models of BBS, the relationship between
the various BBS genes (14 described to date) and cilia is not always
straightforward and involves trafficking of vesicles for intraflagellar
transport, chaperoning of proteins and yet unidentified roles.7–18

BBS is a heterogeneous genetic disease with variable expressivity,
even within families. Families in which BBS appeared to have
incomplete penetrance despite the presence of two mutations in a

BBS gene were first reported in 2001 and since then multiple studies
suggested that BBS with its triallelic requirement for penetrance is a
model for oligogenicity that bridges the gap between Mendelian and
complex disorders.19–25 Others, however, failed to demonstrate this
oligogenic model and debate continues as to the magnitude of
oligogenicity in the inheritance of BBS.12,26–30 It is important to
highlight that oligogenicity here is used in the context of penetrance
(the classic all-or-none definition); otherwise, there is little doubt that
epistasis is a ubiquitous phenomenon in systems biology. Indeed, it
has long been realized that there is no single disease that is ‘mono-
genic’ in the strict sense of the word.31,32

In order to investigate the extent to which oligogenicity contributes
to the inheritance of BBS, we conducted a comprehensive genetic
analysis on 29 BBS families. Our goal was not only to define the
pathogenic mutations in these families, which we demonstrate can
efficiently be done with the use of homozygosity mapping, but also to
examine epistasis between all previously reported BBS genes and
between the BBS genes and the ‘modifier’ MGC1203 (CCDC28B)
that was reported to contribute to ‘oligogenic’ BBS.20 Taking advantage
of the large family structure as well as the high degree of locus and
allelic heterogeneity we have previously demonstrated in our consan-
guineous population,33 we were able to test triallelism. Our results
argue against the triallelic model of BBS in the majority of cases.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Human subjects
Patients were recruited through the clinical genetics program with written

informed consent (KFSHRC IRB Protocol RAC#2070023). Diagnosis of BBS

was made when four of the primary features or three primary features and two

secondary features were present.34 If index met the diagnostic criteria, relatives

with retinitis pigmentosa (RP) but who do not meet the above definition were

also considered affected. All available unaffected siblings were also enrolled. All

patients had thorough clinical evaluation that included medical history,

physical and dysmorphology examination, anthropometric measurements,

ophthalmology evaluation, random blood glucose, liver and renal function

tests, abdominal ultrasound and chest X-ray. Whenever parents and/or patients

were agreeable, clinical photographs were also obtained. Blood was collected in

EDTA tubes from all affected and unaffected members and, with only a few

exceptions, in PAXGene tubes from at least one affected member per family for

DNA and RNA extraction, respectively.

Homozygosity mapping and sequence analysis
For genotyping, DNA samples were processed following the instructions

provided by Affymetrix for their 250K StyI SNP Arrays (Affymetrix, Santa

Clara, CA, USA). Homozygosity mapping was carried out using the CNAG

tool.35 Although priority was given to BBS genes residing within runs of

homozygosity (ROH), BBS1-14 genes as well as the MGC1203 (CCDC28B)-

modifier gene were fully sequenced eventually in all patients and their

unaffected relatives (the entire coding and flanking intronic regions up to

100 bp). We also amplified and sequenced cDNA fragments in select patients in

order to confirm splice-site mutations (primers are listed in Supplementary

Table S1). cDNA was also analyzed for BBS genes contained within ROH but

harbored no mutation on genomic DNA analysis. Direct bidirectional sequen-

cing was performed on 3730xL Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Carls-

bad, CA, USA). Sequences were analyzed using the Seqman II program of the

DNASTAR analysis package (Lasergene, Madison, WI, USA). All sequence

variants

are described according to the human standard nomenclature v.2.0

(http://www.hgvs.org/mutnomen) and checked using Mutalyzer 2.0 beta-12

(https://mutalyzer.nl). The following RefSeqGene genomic and RefSeq

transcript reference sequences, respectively, were used: BBS1 (NG_009093.1,

NM_024649.4), BBS2 (NG_009312.1, NM_031885.3), BBS3/ARL6 (NG_

008119.1, NM_177976.1), BBS4 (NG_009416.2, NM_033028.3), BBS5 (NG_

011567.1, NM_152384.2), BBS6/MKKS (NG_009109.1, NM_170784.1), BBS7

(NG_009111.1, NM_176824.2), BBS8/TTC8 (NG_008126.1, NM_144596.2),

BBS9 (NG_009306.1, NM_014451.3), BBS10 (NG_016357.1, NM_024685.3),

BBS11/TRIM32 (NG_011619.1, NM_014010.4), BBS12 (NG_021203.1,

NM_001178007.1), BBS13/MKS1 (NG_013032.1, NM_001165927.1) and

BBS14/CEP290 (NG_008417.1, NM_025114.3) Intronic sequence alterations

were evaluated in silico (http://www.fruitfly.org/seq_tools/splice.html) and

those predicted to affect splicing were further evaluated by two-step RT-PCR.

Missense mutations were verified by sequencing 96 Saudi controls (192

chromosomes), by querying the 1000 Genome database (http://browser.1000-

genomes.org/index.html), by checking for conservation at the protein level

using the multalin software v.5.4.1 (http://www-archbac.u-psud.fr/genomics/

multalin.html) as well as by checking for effect on exonic splice enhancers

(http://rulai.cshl.edu/cgi-bin/tools/ESE3/esefinder.cgi?process¼home) and by

checking the polyphen prediction of functional effect of these variants

(http://genetics.bwh.harvard.edu/pph/).

RESULTS

BBS is clinically heterogeneous and family history can be critical
for case definition
A total of 29 families were enrolled in this study, six of which were
previously reported by our group.36 Table 1 summarizes the clinical
features of all the families enrolled in this study (Figure 1). All but one
family were consanguineous and all were of Arab origin. In general, we
observed low degree of variability within families (Table 1). Interest-
ingly, and consistent with a recent report,37 some siblings did not meet

the strict definition of BBS but did have the disease mutation (see
below), and hence we suggest a positive family history should serve as
a primary diagnostic feature. One family deserves particular attention.
In family BBS-F015, the two affected sisters of the index had RP as the
only BBS manifestation whereas their index sister had all primary
features of BBS so this family displays the highest degree of intrafa-
milial variability in our cohort. We have previously reported the first
occurrence of nonsyndromic RP in patients with BBS3 mutations so
this family with BBS9 mutation (see below) adds to this highly
unusual BBS phenotype.36,38 We note that RP is almost a universal
feature of BBS in our cohort with the exception of BBS-F032-A
probably because of her young age (2.5 years), as this BBS trait is
known to display age-related penetrance.39

Homozygosity scan is highly effective in the molecular analysis of
BBS and can guide the search for cryptic splicing mutations
We have previously demonstrated the utility of homozygosity scans in
the molecular analysis of genetically heterogeneous disorders in
general and BBS in particular.36,38,40,41 Taking advantage of the
consanguineous nature of the study cohort, we prioritized BBS
genes for sequencing based on the results of homozygosity mapping.
Indeed, with the exception of one non-consanguineous family (BBS-
F009), all families had ROH that overlapped with at least one BBS
gene, and six of these families were previously reported.36 In the
remaining new 23 families, homozygosity scan allowed us to identify
the disease-causing mutation by sequencing only one or two BBS
genes. A total of 13 mutations were identified, all of which are novel
except for the previously reported BBS10 c.728_731del, p.(K243Ifs*15)
(Figure 2 and Table 2).42 In one family (BBS-F032), MKS1 and BBS10
were sequenced first as suggested by ROH analysis but no DNA
alterations were identified. cDNA analysis on the other hand was
unable to confirm the presence of exon 1 in the MKS1 transcript
NM_001165927.1 (ENST00000537529) whereas BBS10 cDNA analysis
was normal (Figure 2). Genomic sequencing of the entire intron 1 as
well as the 1.5-kb region upstream of exon 1 failed to reveal any
genomic variant that may explain aberrant MKS1 transcription.
We note here that this exon 1 loss is not going to affect the
other five known protein-coding MKS1 transcripts, which use an
alternate first coding exon 1 (ENST00000393120, ENST00000313863,
ENST00000393119, ENST00000337050, ENST00000546108). Thus,
the exact cause of the aberrant transcription remains unclear. This
observation is consistent with our previous experience with another
BBS mutation which we demonstrated to be pathogenic at the RNA
level and failed to identify the underlying intronic mutation but have
since identified the cause as a very deep intronic mutation in BBS1
that abolishes an intronic splice enhancer sequence (see BBS-F006 in
Table 2).36 What these results highlight is the importance of com-
plementing DNA analysis with RNA analysis in patients with BBS
whenever possible.

Locus and allelic heterogeneity in BBS is common in Arabs
The 12 novel mutations affected most of the known BBS genes (BBS2,
BBS4, BBS5, BBS6/MKKS, BBS7, BBS9, BBS10, BBS12 and BBS13/
MKS1). Two were nonsense mutations (BBS10 c.1365T4G, p.(Y455*)
and BBS4 c.1180C4T, p.(Q394*)), one was in-frame deletion (BBS12
c.1993_1996del, p.(V665Lfs*14)) and four were frameshift mutations
that predict premature truncation (BBS7 c.602-2A4T, BBS10
c.1889_1893del, p.(S630Nfs*4), BBS9 exon 6 deletion and BBS13/
MKS1 exon 1 loss). Two of these frameshift mutations were caused by
abnormal splicing. Thus, splicing mutations represent a major class of
mutations in BBS among Arabs where six out of the 19 mutations we
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Table 1 Summary of the clinical phenotype in patients from 29 BBS families

Patient ID Obesity MR Renal disease RP Polydactyly Deafness Anosmia Atopy Typical facies CHD Liver disease Hypogenitalism

BBS-F001-A Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y VSD N Y

BBS-F001-B Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y VSD N Y

BBS-F002-A Y Y N Y Y N N N Y N N NA

BBS-F002-B Y Y N Y N N N N Y N N NA

BBS-F002-C Y Y N Y Y N N Y Y N N Y

BBS-F003-A Y N N Y Y N N N Y N N N

BBS-F003-B Y N N Y Y N N N Y N N NA

BBS-F003-C Y N N Y N Y N N Y N Steatosis N

BBS-F003-D Y N N Y Y N N N Y N N NA

BBS-F003-E Y N N Y Y N N N Y N N NA

BBS-F004-A Y LD N Y Y N N N Y N N Y

BBS-F004-B Y LD N Y N N N N Y N N NA

BBS-004-C Y LD N Y Y N N N Y N N NA

BBS-004-D Y LD N Y Y N N N Y N N NA

BBS-004-E Y LD N Y Y N N N Y N N NA

BBS-F005-A Y Y N Y Y N N N Y BAV N Y

BBS-F005-B Y Y N Y Y N N N Y N N Y

BBS-F006-A Y Y N Y Brachydactyly N N Y Y N N NA

BBS-F006-B Y Y N Y Brachydactyly N N Y Y N N Y

BBS-F009-A Y Y N Y Y N N N Y N N Y

BBS-F009-B Y Y N Y Y N N N Y N N NA

BBS-F010-A N N N Y Y N N Y Y N N NA

BBS-F010-B N N N Y Y N N N Y N N NA

BBS-F010-C N N N Y Y Y N Y Y N N NA

BBS-F011-A Y N N Y Y N N N Y N N NA

BBS-F012-A Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y N N Y

BBS-F012-B Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y N N NA

BBS-F012-C Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y N N NA

BBS-F013-A Y Y Y Y Y N N N Y N N Y

BBS-F014-A Y Y N Y Y Y N N Y N N Y

BBS-F014-B Y Y Y Y Y N N N Y N N Y

BBS-F015-A N N N Y N N N N N N N NA

BBS-F015-B Y Y Y Y Y N N N N N N NA

BBS-F015-C N N N Y N N N N N N N NA

BBS-F016-A Y Y N Y Y N N Y N N N Y

BBS-F017-A Y Y N Y Y N N N N N N Y

BBS-F018-A Y N N Y Y N N N Y N N Y

BBS-F018-B Y N N Y Y N N N Y N N NA

BBS-F018-C Y N N Y Y N N N Y N N NA

BBS-F019-A Y Y Y Y Y N N N Y VSD N NA

BBS-F019-B Y Y Y Y Y N N N Y VSD N NA

BBS-F021-A Y Y N Y Y N N N Y N N N

BBS-F021-B Y Y N Y Y N N N Y N N NA

BBS-F022-A Y ? Y Y Y N N N N N N N

BBS-F023-A Y Y N Y Y N N N Y N N Y

BBS-F024-A Y LD N Y Y N N Y N N N Y

BBS-F026-A Y Y N Y Y N N N Y N N Y

BBS-F026-B Y Y N Y Y N N N Y N N Y

BBS-arRP-F026-A Y N N Y Y N N N Y N N N

BBS-arRP-F026-B Y N N Y Y N N N Y N N N

BBS-arRP-F026-C Y N N Y Y N N N Y N N N

BBS-arRP-F026-D Y N N Y Y N N N Y N N N

BBS-F027-A Y N Y Y Y N N N N N N Hydrometrocolpos

BBS-F027-B Y N Y Y Y N N N N N N Hydrometrocolpos

BBS-F028-A Y N Y Y Y N N N N N N NA

BBS-F029-A Y Y Y Y Y N N N N N N Hydrometrocolpos

BBS-F029-B Y Y Y Y Y N N N N N N Y

BBS-F029-C Y N N Y Y N N N N N N Y

BBS-F030-C Y Y N Y Y N N Y Y N N Y

BBS-F031-A Y Y N Y Y Y N N N N N N

BBS-F032-A Y ?? Y ? Y N Y Y Y Y Y NA

Abbreviations: BAV, bicuspid aortic valve; BBS, Bardet–Biedl syndrome; LD, learning disabilities; MR, mental retardation; N, no; NA, not applicable; VSD, ventricular septal defect; Y, yes.
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describe in Arabs (including our previous study36 belong to this class
(31.5%). The MKS1 mutation is particularly interesting because there
is only one instance in which two MKS1 alleles were demonstrated
to result in BBS phenotype, and hence our finding provides additional
support of MKS1 as a bona fide BBS gene.43 All missense mutations

(n¼5) and the one in-frame deletion replaced highly conserved
amino acids except for the c.1207C4T, p.(R403C) in BBS2 in family
BBS-F024. None of the mutations was identified in a panel of 96
ethnically matched controls or in the 1000 Genomes Project, and none
was predicted to affect exonic splice enhancers. In order to rule out the

Figure 1 Clinical photographs showing variable severity of BBS manifestations. Facies range from typical round (a–c) to near normal (d). (e) Severe

brachydactyly. (f) Polydactylous hand with much milder degree of brachydactyly. Note the different level of placement of postaxial polydactyly in the same

individual which is also shown in (g) and (h) but in a much milder form. (i) Severe form of male hypogenitalism.
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Table 2 Summary of the BBS alleles identified in this study

Family ID Patient ID Gene name Mutation Report Other variants

No of unaffected

siblings screened

BBS-F001 BBS-F001-A BBS1 c.124+1G4A

r.125_159del

p.(L43Gfs*44)

Abu Safieh et al36 TRIM32 c.*229C4T NA

BBS-F001-B None

BBS-F002 BBS-F002-A BBS1 c.124+1G4A

r.125_159del

p.(L43Gfs*44)

Abu Safieh et al36 None 2

BBS-F002-B None

BBS-F002-C None

BBS-F003 BBS-F003-A BBS3 c.431C4T

p.(S144F)

Abu Safieh et al36 TTC8 c.1347+122T4C

1BBS-F003-B None

BBS-F003-C None

BBS-F003-D BBS10 c.-52C4T

BBS-F003-E None

BBS-F004 BBS-F004-A BBS3 c.480-1700_535+2392del

r.(480_535del)

p.(C160*)

Abu Safieh et al36 None

2BBS-F004-B None

BBS-F004-C None

BBS-F004-D None

BBS-F004-E None

BBS-F005 BBS-F005-A BBS4 c.157-2A4G

r.157_220del

p.(A53Hfs*2)

Abu Safieh et al36 None

1BBS-F005-B None

BBS-F006 BBS-F006-A BBS1 c.1110+329C4T r.951_952ins951+1_952-1

p.(G318Vfs*36)

Abu Safieh et al36 MKS1 c.485+12C4T

3BBS-F006-B None

BBS-F009 BBS-F009-A BBS1 c.[124+1G4A];[951+58C4T] r.[125_159del,

951_952ins951+1_951+58]

p.[(L43Gfs*44), (G318Vfs*62)]

Abu Safieh et al36 BBS4 c.221-37G4A, BBS5 c.132T4G,

p.(N44K), CEP290 c.6271-113T4C 2

BBS-F009-B None

BBS-F010 BBS-F010-A BBS1 c.951+58C4T p.(G318Vfs*62) Abu Safieh et al36 None

1BBS-F010-B None

BBS-F010-C None

BBS-F011 BBS-F011-A BBS10 c.1365T4G

p.(Y455*)

This report BBS7 c.934+32A4G

2

BBS-F012 BBS-F012-A BBS7 c.602-2A4T

no RNA available

This report None

3BBS-F012-B None

BBS-F012-C None

BBS-F013 BBS-F013-A BBS4 c.157-2A4G

r.157_220del

p.(A53Hfs*2)

Abu Safieh et al36 BBS2

c.[718-34G4A(;)1080+149G4A]

CEP290 c.6011+160G4A

NA

BBS-F014 BBS-F014-A BBS1 c.951+58C4T r.951_952ins951+1_951+58

p.(G318Vfs*62)

Abu Safieh et al36 BBS2 c.940+96T4A

5BBS-F014-B None

BBS-F015 BBS-F015-A BBS9 c.(443-1675_443-1116)_(618-986_618-508)del

r.442+3_704del

p.(G148_V234del)

This report None

3BBS-F015-B None

BBS-F015-C None

BBS-F016 BBS-F016-A BBS1 c.124+1G4A

r.125_159del

p.(L43Gfs*44)

Abu Safieh et al36 BBS4 c.1107-45T4C NA

BBS-F017 BBS-F017-A BBS4 c.157-2A4G

r.157_220del

p.(A53Hfs*2)

Abu Safieh et al36 CEP290 c.2963A4C, p.(Q988P), BBS9

c.1432+47T4A 1

BBS-F018 BBS-F018-A BBS3 c.480-1700_535+2392del

r.(480_535del)

p.(C160*)

Abu Safieh et al36 BBS4 c.[405+17C4T(;)1248+65C4T]

3BBS-F018-B None

BBS-F018-C None

BBS-F019 BBS-F019-A MKKS c.871G4T

p.(V291F)

This report BBS9 c.1111G4A, p.(V371I) BBS7

c.934+32A4G 2

BBS-F019-B BBS9 c.1111G4A, p.(V371I)

BBS-F021 BBS-F021-A BBS1 c.124+1G4A

r.125_159del

p.(L43Gfs*44)

Abu Safieh et al36 None

3BBS-F021-B MKS1 c.485+12C4T BBS7

c.934+32A4G

BBS-F022 BBS-F022-A MKKS c.116C4T

p.(P39L)

This report None

2

BBS-F023 BBS-F023-A BBS10 c.1889_1893del

p.(S630Nfs*4)

This report MKS1 c.-17C4G

1

BBS-F024 BBS-F024-A BBS2 c.1207C4T

p.(Arg403Cys)

This report None

3

BBS-F026 BBS-F026-A BBS1 c.951+58C4T

r.951_952ins951+1_951+58 p.(G318Vfs*62)

Abu Safieh et al36 BBS3 c.535+80A4G NA

BBS-F026-B None
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possibility that the actual mutation is deep intronic in BBS2, we have
performed RT-PCR and confirmed that the BBS2 transcribed is
normally spliced. As BBS10 was the only other BBS gene (including
the recently described homolog of Drosophila frtz, BBS15/C2ORF86)
within ROH in this family, we sequenced this gene both at the
genomic and RNA level, and identified no mutation which
lends further support to the notion that p.(R403C) is possibly the
pathogenic BBS2 mutation in this family. However, PolyPhen predicts
this amino-acid change to be benign. Therefore, unless future func-
tional work shows that this amino acid serves a species-specific
function in the humans, we caution that this may represent a benign
variant and that the actual disease-causing mutation may be in yet
unidentified BBS locus.

No evidence of triallelism involving BBS genes for penetrance
or expressivity
Although homozygosity mapping did assist us in quickly identifying
the underlying homozygous BBS mutations in all study families
(except for the one non-consanguineous family in which direct
sequencing was required to identify the compound heterozygosity),
our main goal in this study was to investigate the magnitude of
oligogenicity in BBS. Therefore, we sequenced all remaining BBS genes
as well as the ‘modifier’ MGC1203 (CCDC28B) both in affected and
unaffected members of these families. In total, more than 30 000
amplicons were sequenced and analyzed. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first study that takes this comprehensive approach
rather than targeted gene analysis in affected patients to address the
hypothesis of oligogenicity in BBS. This massive sequencing effort, not
unexpectedly, did uncover a number of novel sequence variants in BBS
genes other than the BBS gene harboring the two pathogenic muta-
tions per family (n¼41, all previously unreported). The overwhelming
majority of these variants were non-coding (30/41 or 73%) and
with the exception of three UTR variants (BBS10 c.-52C4T, MKS1

c.-17C4G and TRIM32 c.*229C4T), the remaining were intronic
that ranged in depth from the nearest exon–intron junction between
17 to 4100 bp and none was predicted in silico to perturb splicing.
These additional alleles, therefore, are likely to represent ethnic-
specific SNPs rather than serve as third alleles. Several observations
make the remaining 11 variants that did result in a change of amino
acid also unlikely to act as penetrance- or even expressivity-modifying
third alleles. First, and in demonstration of the advantage of studying
multiplex families to address the issue of oligogenicity, we did not
observe these variants consistently among affected patients with the
same mutation, that is, they were not necessary to make the other two
alleles penetrant. Furthermore, their presence did not correlate with
increasing disease severity as estimated by the number of primary and
secondary features of the disease. In particular, in family BBS-F015
which represented the extreme end of variable expressivity in our
cohort and would therefore be expected to display the presence of
‘modifiers’ in the other BBS genes, we failed to show any such variant
in any of the 14 genes screened. Second, these variants were found at a
relatively high frequency in ethnically matched controls. Indeed,
our results urge caution about unjustified labeling of variants found
in other BBS genes as ‘modifiers’ because, as we demonstrate by the
massive sequencing we undertook in this study, such variants are likely
to be identified when many genes are sequenced merely by chance.

Several mutations are worth highlighting as examples of what may
have otherwise been viewed as examples of oligogenic inheritance.
BBS4 c.157-2A4G, p.(A53Hfs*2) is a mutation we previously demon-
strated experimentally to completely abolish the normal transcript.36

This mutation was identified in four families. BBS-arRP-F026 is a
family of four affected siblings who all harbored an additional BBS9
variant (c.1546C4A, p.(P516T)) in the heterozygous state. Index
patient in family BBS-F017 also harbored an additional missense
variant in CEP290 (c.2963A4C, p.(Q988P)). However, the same
BBS4 mutation was also found in two families (BBS-F005 and

Table 2 (Continued )

Family ID Patient ID Gene name Mutation Report Other variants

No of unaffected

siblings screened

BBS-arRP-F026 BBS-arRP-F026-A BBS4 c.157-2A4G

r.157_220del

p.(A53Hfs*2)

Abu Safieh et al36 BBS9 c.1546C4A, p.(P516T) NA

BBS-arRP-F026-B BBS9 c.1546C4A, p.(P516T)

BBS-arRP-F026-C BBS9 c.1546C4A, p.(P516T)

BBS-arRP-F026-D BBS9 c.1546C4A, p.(P516T)

BBS-F027 BBS-F027-A BBS12 c.959T4A

p.(L320Q)

This report TTC8 c.1347+21A4G, BBS9

c.[1546C4A(;)1432+47T4A]

p.(P516T), BBS2 c.612+108T4C, BBS7

c.529-99T4A

2

BBS-F027-B TTC8 c.1347+21A4G, BBS9

c.[1546C4A(;)1432+47T4A]

p.(P516T), BBS2 c.612+108T4C, BBS7

c.529-99T4A

BBS-F028 BBS-F028-A BBS12 c.1993_1996del

p.(V665Lfs*14)

This report BBS1 c.889C4T, p.(R297W)

2

BBS-F029 BBS-F029-A BBS10 c.728_731del

p.(K243Ifs*15)

Stoetzel et al4 BBS9 c.2522-33T4C

3BBS-F029-B BBS2 c.1207C4T, p.(R403C) BBS9

c.1432+47T4A

BBS-F029-C BBS1 c.1684G4A p.(D562N)

BBS-F030 BBS-F030-A BBS5 c.158C4T

p.(T53I)

This report BBS1 c.1684G4A, p.(D562N) BBS9

c.1693+102G4A

NA

BBS-F031 BBS-F031-A BBS4 c.1180C4T

p.(Q394*)

This report BBS1 c.1684G4A p.(D562N), BBS2

c.940+36G4A, BBS7 c.529-99T4A,

BBS9 c.1693+102G4A, MKS1 c.232-

27A4G and TTC8 c.710+75G4C

NA

BBS-F032 BBS-F032-A MKS1 Exon 1 loss This report None NA

Abbreviations: ID, identity; NA, not applicable.
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BBS-F013), who had no evidence of any ‘third’ allele in any of the 14
genes tested and were equally affected clinically. Thus, this mutation is
clearly sufficient in the homoallelic state to cause BBS and the two
observed variants are likely to represent chance association. Another
example is family BBS-F019 in which BBS is caused by MKKS
mutation c.871G4T, p.(V291F). Our sequencing of the unaffected
siblings revealed the presence of several variants not shared with the
only affected member. In fact, the only missense among these variants
(BBS9 c.1111G4A, p.(V371I)) was found in the two normal siblings
but not in the index. Theoretically, this heterozygous variant could
have been inherited by the index and raised suspicion of oligogenicity,
further highlighting the need for caution to avoid misinterpreting
sequence variants as modifiers.

DISCUSSION

The argument for oligogenic inheritance of BBS is based on three
proposed lines of evidence.23 First, BBS mutations are not sufficient to
cause the disease in some patients, that is, normal individuals exist
who harbor two pathogenic variants in a BBS gene. Second,
BBS patients with two pathogenic mutations in a BBS gene harbor
‘third alleles’ in other BBS genes. Third, carrier frequency of BBS genes
in the general population is higher than what would be expected for
calculated disease frequency of BBS. We argue that, in many cases,
these three lines of evidence have not been demonstrated conclusively
in the literature. For example, with the exception of the compound
heterozygosity for a truncating BBS2 mutation in the original report,25

almost all other reports of ‘non-penetrant’ BBS mutation were
missense mutations. Surprisingly, despite the reported 20% frequency
of the presence of ‘third’ alleles in Caucasian BBS patients, it is
generally accepted that cases of non-penetrance are exceedingly rare
(Katsanis, personal communication) even though non-penetrance is
an essential prediction of the triallelism theory.

We acknowledge that this study involves a smaller number of families
compared with some of the previous studies that suggested oligogenicity
in BBS. However, we believe the unprecedented sequencing of all 14 BBS
genes and the MGC1203 modifier in both affected and, as importantly,
in unaffected members of mostly large families lend credence to the
significance of our failure to identify a single unequivocal instance of
triallelism. We stress here that, despite the private nature of most of our
mutations, the remarkable degree of locus and allelic heterogeneity we
observed in our population supports the generalizability of our data and
argues against the hypothetical possibility that our use of a different
population was the reason for the apparent lack of oligogenicity. We also
acknowledge that our study design essentially misses the presence of
‘third’ alleles in yet unidentified BBS genes or other ciliopathy genes.
However, the available body of literature is primarily concerned with the
‘third’ allele being one of the known BBS genes.

The findings of this study make it possible to suggest two scenarios
that may have erroneously supported triallelism in BBS. The first is
related to the cryptic splicing mutations, which can be very difficult to
identify on DNA sequencing. Although the homoallelic nature of these
mutations in this study allowed us to identify them, it is quite possible
that the presence of such mutations in compound heterozygous state
with other easier to identify mutations can lead to the erroneous
conclusion that the BBS gene in question carries only one allele and
the subsequent search for other alleles can indeed uncover some,
although these may not be necessarily pathogenic as we showed. We
also suggest another scenario in which extremely mild expressivity in
the form of isolated RP may be interpreted as non-penetrance as this is
an age-dependant phenotype.

It is noteworthy that our ability to identify the mutation in all
families enrolled in this ongoing study was very helpful in directly
testing the triallelism hypothesis. This detection rate is higher than
what is described in other studies.29,44 Indeed, 75% detection rate is
commonly cited in the literature. Clearly, genetic homogeneity and
founder effect in the study population cannot be invoked as plausible
explanations to our high detection rate as they are in direct contra-
diction to what we observed in this study. In fact, and consistent with
our theory that, in the right setting, consanguinity overrides founder
effect, we have observed a similar phenomenon in BBS.33 Our
experience with cryptic splicing mutations suggests that our ability
to combine genomic DNA analysis with targeted transcript analysis
that is informed by homozygosity scan is a likely reason for our high
detection rate. In other words, although we acknowledge the potential
presence of other BBS loci, we believe their presumed contribution is
probably inflated by the inability to identify unusual mutations in
known BBS genes in previous studies.

In conclusion, we show in the most comprehensive sequencing-
based study to date on BBS that evidence is lacking of oligogenicity.
Although this study cannot conclusively rule out the possibility of
occurrence of oligogenic BBS, it does suggest that such occurrence, if it
exists, is not seen in the overwhelming majority of BBS patients.
Because of the uncertainty surrounding genetic counseling of families
with this disease that stems from reports of oligogenicity, we believe
this study and others that support a model in which BBS is a fully
penetrant autosomal recessive disease in the overwhelming majority of
cases will be of great clinical utility.
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